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WATERCOLOR

https://jodeelunaart.com

DREAM EYE 

LESSON

https://jodeelunaart.com


Dream Eye Download Link: https://jodeelunaart.com/art-lessons/. After layering, tape down the corners so the papers don’t shift.

Add additional lines or designs with 
watercolor pencils

Make sure iris is circular by tracing 
around a jar the size of the iris.5 6
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Feel free to trace as much or as little as you desire. Take care not to rip the watercolor paper. 

Download the Dream Eye on this page of free art lessons: 
https://jodeelunaart.com/art-lessons/

After layering, tape down the corners so the papers don’t shift.
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Download the Dream Eye

Trace the lines.

Layer  watercolor paper, carbon 
paper, and the Dream Eye

Detach carbon paper and dream eye 
from the watercolor paper.

Step-by-Step 

https://jodeelunaart.com/art-lessons/
https://jodeelunaart.com/art-lessons/
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Refining 
Proportions
It’s essential to center the pupil so the eye appears to be looking straight at the viewer. Follow these sim-
ple steps to get this correct. A ruler, circle template, and gummy eraser are a must! 

Draw a perpendicular line through the middle 
of the iris using a ruler. 

Draw a horizontal line through the middle of 
the iris.
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You will use the vertical and horizontal lines to center the pupil.

Measure from the top of the iris if not covered by the eyelid, 
not just from the portion you see exposed. 
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Use a circle template to align with the horizon-
tal and perpendicular lines to draw the pupil.

Erase pencil lines.

Select watercolor pencils you would like to use 
to color your artwork. 

Erase the lines before you start to apply the watercolor 
pencils so the marks won’t show through the parts of the eye 
you leave light. 

These templates have vertical and horizontal lines on the sides 
so you can line them up with your lines. Once aligned, trace a 
round pupil. The larger the pupil, the more dreamy the eye will 
look, as if lots of light is coming in so the pupil is enlarged. 

Any set of  watercolor pencils will do, but I like to use sets with 
a variety of colors. 
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Darken the outside.
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USE BLACK AND PURPLE  
COLORS FOR THE PUPIL

Watercolor Dream Eye
Color the highlight to the right of the pupil 
white and add white streaks around the pupil.

Continue to add colors to the design.



Add flesh tone to inside edges.
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ADD COLOR ADD COLOR to your to your ARTART
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Add contrast with 
darker colors. 

Dip paintbrush in water and brush over the watercolor pencil. Make sure to rinse the brush in water and 
dap on a paper towel when using a new color. Spray with water to blend colors.



Add your Own 
Artistic Details
Use the Dream Eye trace as a starting point, then add your own artistic style, design elements, and other 
creative ideas to the project. 

Brush water to blend colors.

Sweep the brush across the word dream to 
bring the color to the right of the word.

For more of an ethereal look, dip the watercolor pencil 
in water first. This will create a creamy texture. 

Lightly brushing the water over the watercolor pencils 
will blend and bleed one color into the next. 
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